An Introduction to Divine Truth
Notes by Jon Miles, 2014

According to the principles of Divine Truth, God exists and is a specific entity (not just an “energy”), and there is nothing
inherently “divine” about humans: the creator is distinct and different from the created. Developing your relationship
with God (via your personal and correct use of will) is by far the most important part of your life. It is far more important
than career, family, spouse, kids, etc. We are fortunate to have access to a very large amount of information on the
topic of Divine Truth at www.divinetruth.com . Some of it was presented 100 years ago (1914-1920) in messages
conveyed via mediumship from spirits in the spirit world (especially the info from Jesus) as received by James Padgett –
most of this original info is found on the website www.divinelovedivinetruth.org . There are many books from about
100 years ago that detail aspects of the Spirit World and how it relates to life and afterlife.
Relationship with God
The only relationship that is really important is your relationship with God. God knows everything about you, knows you
much better than you do. God is with you at every moment, even though almost everyone is oblivious to this. God
immediately forgives any and all error (unloving choices or actions) and has nothing but pure love for you. God is
infinitely patient and is fine with whatever you choose to do in your life, both while you have a physical body and when
you are only in the spirit world. God’s greatest gift to you (besides life) is your free will, and this gift will never be taken
back. This is why God does not intervene when one person chooses to harm another. Everyone is equally and infinitely
valuable to God. God most definitely wants to have a loving relationship with you, but if you choose otherwise, that is
acceptable too – eventually everyone will have this relationship even if it takes hundreds or thousands (or more) years.
The main requirement for an improved connection to God is a sincere heartfelt longing for an improved connection to
God. The only impediment to a relationship with God is our own personal error, and each person is the only one who
can correct their held error. The self-correcting process is referred to as Deconstruction of Façade and a presentation
was recorded in May and June of 2016, the video playlists are on YouTube at the Divine Truth channel.
There is much confusion and false belief among people about the true nature of God. One of the most common
concerns is “if God is good and all-powerful, why do innocent children and other people come to harm?” The answer is
very simple: God gave each person the gift of free will, and will never take it back, limit it, or otherwise intervene when
some people choose to use it for unloving purposes.
The language of God is emotion. God is pure love and pure truth, and we each have some limitations in our connection
due to emotional blockages, however each person always has some connection with God throughout their life,
regardless of how developed or undeveloped it is. Emotional blockages are the main reason that people are not aware
of their connection to God, and these blockages are generally based on denied feelings – everyone has them, some are
deeper in denial than others. The “causal emotions” are the most severe – these are the feelings we repressed as
children due to parental influence. God is both masculine and feminine.
In order to “develop your relationship with God” – there are many practical steps you can take in this direction. It is
essential to understand that emotion is the language of God – one cannot “think” their way forward, truth at this level
(divine truth) must be felt, progress cannot be made via “intellectual comprehension” – in fact too much monkey-mind
ratiocination will impede progress.
This fact is well-illustrated when you explore the nature of the spirit world, which is where we will all be spending the
next hundreds or thousands of years, even millions or billions of years (it is said to be eternity but who knows what that
is, so let’s just say billions of years). In contrast, our life in the human body as a living person on earth is but a brief
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moment. The time spent as a person on earth is like a brief time in a nursery for the soul, prior to the far longer time we
spend in the Spirit World without the physical body.
Going back to the beginning, God created the universe and so is not a part of it, but outside of it. God also created
billions of souls, also existing initially outside of the universe. In the pre-incarnate state, the soul has no self awareness
but does have specific and uniquely individual attributes (“personality”, loosely speaking). Souls have been incarnate on
Earth for about 200,000 years. Scientific research has found this time frame is also the period of homo sapiens on earth.
Each person on earth (every human who has ever existed – that is, about 60-70 billion) is given two gifts: Life and Free
Will. There are only two things which are outside of your free will, two things you have no control over or choice about:
1. who your parents are, and 2. who your soul mate is. In an indirect sense your soul did select your parents, based on
which parents would be most suitable, but the soul is not self-aware in the pre-incarnate state. This selection process
happens “automatically” based on Law of Attraction and other laws.
The Soul and Soul Mates
The soul is virtually indestructible, and extremely complex, far more so than the physical body or spirit body that each
person has. These two bodies are like appendages of the soul, like data collectors or sensory units, intended to enable
the soul to gain the benefit of sensory experience. There are many laws and principles governing how the soul functions.
Upon conception, each person, as a male or female half of a soul, connect to the newly created physical body, and also
the newly created spirit body.
A soul incarnates in order to gain self-awareness and have an earth experience. Each half-soul (each person) is assigned
parents and enters a fertilized egg in the mother – the assignment is determined by God and His laws, according to what
is most suitable for soul experience. After the first half-soul (first person) incarnates, the other half will incarnate in
another family, often situated geographically near the first soul mate, in order to make their meeting up more likely.
There is a large amount of information available in the Divine Truth about soul mates. Most soul mates have met at
some point in their life but they often do not recognize the fact due to having quite different emotional injuries (that
mostly occur during conception, gestation, and the first few years of life as a child). If there were no emotional injury
(sustained by the soul, which is actually one half of a complete soul) the two would immediately recognize their soul
mate (the other half of a complete soul) with certainty and clarity, and they would never have any interest in being with
anyone else (even if one of them dies at an early age). However, in the real world on earth, we are all subject to many
emotional injuries, primarily due to parents (parental emotional discord), and secondarily due to sibling, ancestral, and
other influences during early childhood.
Reincarnation is extremely rare. Only a few very highly developed souls can reincarnate. Up until about 1962, there were
no people on earth who were reincarnated. The only reason for reincarnation is if a very advanced soul (such as Jesus
and his soul mate Mary Magdalene) wants to help humans on earth better. Reincarnation is not possible until a person
has attained the Soul Union state, at the 36th level, or Celestial sphere. About one-third of all people (in the spirit world)
are in the 1st sphere or lower; one-third are at level 2, and just under one-third are in levels 3 thru 7. Four percent (about
2.5 billion) are in the celestial spheres (levels 8 thru 36). Jesus was the first spirit to get to level 8. When reaching level
36, there is soul union, where the two soul mates become one again, as when prior to reincarnation. Jesus and Mary
were the first to get to level 36. Right around 1960 they and six other soul mate pairs decided it was necessary to
reincarnate in order to explain Divine Truth to people on earth, so these seven unified souls incarnated in 14 people on
earth. They are the exception to “no reincarnation.”
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Jesus and Mary re-entered the human world about 1962 in Australia and having gradually realized their true identity,
they have been offering lots of free presentations around the world. They were born as ordinary people, named Alan
John (“AJ”) Miller and Mary Luck.
The Spirit World
There is considerable interaction between the spirits who no longer have their physical body (people who have died)
and living people. Many spirits are earth-bound and “stuck” in the first level, and many are in the lower hells (very dark
and unpleasant places). These unhappy spirits often try to take over a child or even a fetus, partly because they hold a
false belief that they can get a second chance, a “do-over,” and in this way, a spirit can “overcloak” the newborn or
child, and the child then seems to know things from a previous life. But that previous life belongs to a different soul and
this is an error condition that is very harmful to the child – it is like a spirit is hijacking the newborn’s soul. This has led to
the false belief in reincarnation over many thousands of years. They can also suddenly take possession of a living
person’s body and the person then undergoes significant changes in behavior pattern. Many such cases of this
phenomenon have been documented by Dr. Carl Wickland (30 Years Among the Dead, 1924). He learned how to
communicate with these attachment spirits and persuade them it is best to detach and no longer bother the living
person.
It turns out that when a person “dies” – when their physical body quits functioning - they do not really die. When one
“dies,” one just loses the physical body, and the spirit body continues on – for millions of years or more. Almost
certainly, this is our only life on earth. People go to different places and levels in the spirit world depending on their soul
condition. Then they usually develop their soul condition (which is all about their emotions, desires, intent, etc.) and
gradually evolve to higher spheres where there is more love and more light. Eventually, each spirit finds their soul mate
and they progress together. People who are very unloving are usually stuck in the “hells” until the pain is so great, they
change their emotions in order to progress. Detailed illustrations of the way the spirit world works were obtained in the
early 1900’s during what is sometimes referred to as “Spiritualism” – this body of knowledge is derived from
mediumship-communicated experiences of actual spirits in the spirit world.
Emotional injuries afflict the soul and result in error (erroneous beliefs, etc) entering the soul. Errors contained in the
soul prevent the absorption of truth. Avoidance and denial of unwanted or unpleasant emotions (feelings) create error,
and the only way to remove error from the soul is by going back to the denied feelings, experiencing them, and then
releasing them – this includes releasing judgment and denial.
Of course, denial, when successful (and it usually is), is invisible and unknown to a person, so the first task is to locate
and uncover denial (denied feelings). There is a specific method for accomplishing this, and it starts with noticing what
things/people/situations in your present and early life give rise to feelings of annoyance, irritation, or anger. The first
step is to find out what emotions are being avoided due to being unpleasant.
The reason this is important is – it’s the same process for removing emotional blockages to your relationship with God.
Spirit Influence
There is quite a lot of influence on most people of the earth that is coming from “invisible” spirits in the spirit world.
Most inventions and discoveries are due to spirit influence, as the disincarnate spirits impress certain ideas and
“inspiration” to people who are working on something on earth.
Unfortunately, most spirit influence is adverse, and causes problems for people on earth. Much of the problem is due to
disincarnate spirits who are “earth-bound” – these spirits are often have numerous problematic emotional issues,
typically from difficult experiences they had during their time on earth as a person, experiences that often involve abuse
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and trauma, both physical and emotional. Due to unresolved emotional traumas, these earth-bound spirits will try to
influence people with unloving impressions and thoughts, with the person on earth having no idea they are being
manipulated in an unloving way.
There are many valid and accurate books written over the past 100 years describing the nature of the spirit world. This
information is generally received via channeling from spirits in the spirit world who have been trying for several
millennia to communicate the nature of the spirit world to people on earth. Some of the books include: Through The
Mists, The Life Elysian, and The Gate of Heaven, all by Robert J. Lees; also A Wanderer In The Spirit Lands by Franchezzo
and A. Farnese, Thirty Years Among the Dead, by Dr. Carl Wickland, and all of the books by J. E. Padgett.
There is much information online – documents (transcripts of presentations), audio tracks, and videos (about 1200 hours
of info via the “Divine Truth” channel on YouTube) at www.divinetruth.com , and many of the books referenced that
describe the nature of the Spirit World are also available for download.
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